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Poetery/ Stories I worked on/am currently working on for creative writing.
I hope you all enjoy!
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1 - Farewell
I envy the tears
for after they have fallen
Their job is finished
but I must continue on
as easy as it seems
(a car does the moving)
each step is a new pain
a cut refusing to heal
sitting so still
(a car’s momentum drives me forward)
a mind unable to push past
eyes frozen to a passing landscape
hills rolling, barren trees
all motion blurred
(a car does stop)
all that remains
march up that hill
the Casket remains still
nothing more to do but finish the job
despite how heavy it seems
this small piece I hold
how cold this air is
I will not let go
Until the Casket is home
we march together
to no rhythm or step
all saying our final
Farewells.

2 - Jabberwocky Gibberish
Jabberwocky Gibberish
Of this is that which should be
Not that we should tic-tot-fot
Is it that we see free mee?
So is it is that was is that it?
Place this next to that is next to this not that this is there
I before e except when exceptions are more than fair.
Far is fair, fit for the fiddle find four strings.
Fallen on the back of flipping flamingos far from
So is that is it for is to for?
Jumbled jiggering bottles
With spiced potatoes and grape jell.
On a rickety table plastered with splotchy chips of paint
Before that, not more but a bird
No not this but that hat is grass
Fast is past.
This that for rats floating on a tic tac.
No piece to place that is not which is more.

3 - Follow Through
Follow Through
A clock whines
louder than our whispers
in stagnant air, she runs
fingers over my curled hand as
we wait the eleven
rings.
Eyes strain against darkened
walls, trying to see the
patterns in the wall
paper. She whispers in my
ear- her breath prickles small hairs.
Small promise to not leave
until my eyes open again
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